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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common

cancer in the liver and is the third leading cause of cancer-

related deaths worldwide. Given the predilection of HCC in

patients with underlying chronic disease, the majority of

patients diagnosed with HCC are not resectable at the time

of diagnosis.

Since publication of the ‘Milan Criteria’ in 1996, liver

transplantation has been established as an effective treat-

ment option for patients with unresectable HCC.1 The

groups at the University of California, San Francisco

(UCSF),2 along with our group at Washington Univer-

sity,3,4 proposed to expand this criteria to include patients

outside of the Milan criteria with a larger tumor burden,

and to maintain comparable outcomes.

In the US, many HCC patients have lower biologic

MELD (Model for End-stage Liver Disease) scores,

reflecting the status of their more compensated chronic

liver disease. In the past, these patients would often await a

donor organ while on the waitlist, and have progression of

HCC prior to transplantation. Hence, to prioritize patients

meeting the selection criteria, a MELD exception score

would be granted. Starting in 2005, patients who had T2

disease (a solitary tumor[ 2 cm but\ 5 cm, or up to three

tumors, with the larges\ 3 cm) were given a MELD score

of 22, with upgrades of 10% priority every 3 months until

transplant or dropout. Due to newer modeling predictions

and concern that HCC patients were being overprioritized,

the current allocation system applies a MELD score of 28

after a 6-month wait period for patients with HCC. In other

regions of the world, various other methods are used to

prioritize HCC patients for deceased donors, to make

transplant a feasible option.

However, the average wait time for a liver transplant

varies depending on the geographic location. Due to limi-

tations in organ supply for deceased donors, the wait time

can be prolonged and can result in the progression of dis-

ease, rendering patients non-transplantable. It is estimated

that for each month on the waitlist, the dropout rate rises by

4% per month.5 In a study of 70 patients, Yao et al. esti-

mated dropout rates of 7.2%, 37.8%, and 55.1% at 6, 12,

and 18 months, respectively.6

These important concerns regarding the availability of

suitable organs as well as progression of disease while on

the wait list have led to other strategic approaches for

patients with HCC who are not candidates for liver resec-

tion. Bridging therapies prior to transplant, such as

transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) and transarterial

radioembolization (TARE) or external beam radiation, help

control local disease progression.3 However, living donor

liver transplantation now represents a viable source of

transplantable organs and also has the advantage of being

able to potentially reduce wait times.

In the current report, Wong et al. present their data

comparing survival of patients receiving either living donor

or deceased donor liver transplantation. 7 This intention-to-

treat-based analysis represents single-center outcomes after

transplantation in the study period, from 1995 to 2014.

Overall, 188 patients were considered for living donor liver

transplant (LDLT) and 187 were considered for deceased

donor liver transplant (DDLT).

The dropout rate from the LDLT group was 14.4%,

which was thought to be mostly due to the lack of available

donors. In the DDLT group, the dropout rate was up to

57%. Among those patients who did not make it to trans-

plant, 49.2% dropped out due to tumor progression and
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45.9% due to liver decompensation. The wait time in the

LDLT group was significantly shorter (24 days) compared

with the DDLT group (250 days).

Overall survival from the time of listing was signifi-

cantly better in the LDLT group compared with the DDLT

group (1-, 3-, and 5-year overall survival rates of 94.1 vs.

77.5%, 81.4 vs. 48.7%, and 75.9 vs. 40.8%, respectively).

However, when a propensity score analysis was utilized to

appropriately match recipients who make it to liver trans-

plantation, the authors found no difference in both

recurrence-free and overall survival after transplantation.

This key finding suggests that the survival advantage from

LDLT is likely in the population who dropped out from the

waitlist of DDLT.

Although overall survival is better after LDLT, some

earlier studies have suggested that LDLT had worse

recurrence compared with after DDLT. It was postulated

that this was likely due to the lack of ability to ‘test tumor

biology’ during the waitlist time in patients receiving

LDLT compared with those receiving DDLT.

It should also be noted that in some reports of LDLT for

HCC, centers have offered LDLT for patients beyond the

Milan/UCSF criteria. In the present study, 10.6% of

patients (20/188) were outside of the UCSF criteria. In a

multivariate analysis, tumor beyond UCSF was found to be

an independent poor prognostic factor. This finding is

echoed in another study from Bhangui et al., where tumor

stage beyond the UCSF/Milan criteria showed a trend

towards worse outcome.8 Our recommendation has been

that patients beyond UCSF should undergo downstaging to

meet the Milan criteria prior to liver transplant.4

Given these results, the Asian experience of LDLT for

HCC has provided more insight into the appropriate

selection of patients to maintain good outcomes. Studies

from Korea and Japan have suggested expanding the cri-

teria to include larger size (up to 6 cm), as well as number

of tumors (up to 7 or 10), providing comparable sur-

vival.9,10 Other histologic and biologic criteria have also

been suggested to be included, such as a-fetoprotein (AFP)

levels to better prognosticate patients.11

Living donor liver transplantation is an important option

to consider for increasing the donor pool, but at the same

time it also opens up discussions of the utility and focus on

the outcomes after transplantation, since the risks to the

donor need to be justifiable. In 2012, the European Asso-

ciation of the Study of the Liver (EASL) suggested that

LDLT should be considered for HCC in centers where the

average wait time exceeds 6 months. Early experience

from LDLT, and complications in donors, led to centers

shying away from utilizing LDLT. This concern has

diminished as experience builds and LDLT becomes the

leading form of transplant in some centers across the world,

especially when deceased donation is limited. As in other

areas of medicine, patient selection remains one of the

most important keys to success. In the appropriately

selected patient, LDLT has the potential to offer compa-

rable, if not better, patient outcomes compared with DDLT.
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